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Increasingly, the military targets immigrants and their families
through Spanish language advertising and English as a Second
Language classes.

90 immigrant
service
members
since 2001
received
citizenship
only after
they were
killed in
combat.

Know Your rights
•

Despite promises, the military does
not have the authority to guarantee
citizenship for soldiers or their fami‐
lies if they enlist.

•

Only green card holders are eligible to
enlist. Undocumented people are not
eligible to join the military.

•

Many soldiers have experienced
serious bureaucratic trouble with
their citizenship applications. Often
this has been because they are in Iraq
and are not in the U.S. to advocate
for their eligibility.
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By May of 2008, only 57% of soldiers who had applied for citizen‐
ship since the beginning of the Iraq war have received it. Many of
the soldiers who have not received citizenship are caught up in
the paperwork and red tape of the application process.

To find out where we got this information or to contact us, check out our website!
http://www.afsc.org/colorado
Email Jessi at jquizar@afsc.org or call the Colorado AFSC Office at 303‐623‐3464
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